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Vienna, Austria - We proudly announce that Marchi Mobile has successfully signed a distribution 

agreement with our new partner in Turkey.  A first order for an eleMMent viva as an exclusive VIP shuttle 

has been placed and is already in production and further expansion on the turkish market is planned for 

the near future. Turkish Customers enjoy now a direct and fast customer service and on-site assistance for 

their very personal vehicle configuration. The team of Marchi Mobile is looking forward to a fruitful 

growing business in the land of the crescent moon. 

About Marchi Mobile 

Marchi Mobile GmbH is a young automotive brand constructing new-to-the-world vehicles that usher in a 

new era of luxury mobility. Not only the most outstanding design, but also functionality and features that 

have never been seen before in the automotive world were brought together into one masterstroke of 

German craftsmanship. The product range goes from mobile flagship stores over mobile homes and VIP 

shuttles all the way to design tractors which can be used in combination with trailers of all kinds. The 

visionary behind this, Mr. Mario Marchi, is a success story himself. Starting his career in the trucking 

industry he worked his way up following his creative mind and bringing together everything he is 

passionate about - motor sports, aviation and yachting. The eleMMent and MMpro series are the result of 

years of development and a strong team pursuing the creation of the ultimate mobile masterpiece. 

Marchi Mobile is part of the Marchi Holding AG. This group of companies unites experts in their specific 

fields who all follow one common goal: to create excellence in mobility. 
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Media Contact 

To learn more about this project, please contact: 

Marchi Mobile GmbH 

Juliane Rönisch, Chief Brand Manager 

Phone Germany: 0049 231 90 25 68 80 

Email: jr@marchi-mobile.com 
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